Terms and Conditions
Denny Manufacturing Co., Inc.
1. Definitions: “Images” means all images and related informational
materials in any medium furnished by the Denny Mfg. Co., Inc.
(collectively “Denny”) hereunder. “Digital Images” means those
Images and related informational materials in digital (i.e., binary)
format that can be read, utilized and displayed by a machine or other
technology. “Contract” means this content delivery/Invoice.
2. Acceptance: The following actions by Client shall indicate Client’s
acceptance of these terms and conditions: (a) use of Denny images, (b)
acceptance of Images in any medium, (c) payment of this contract
3. Rights Granted/Rights Reserved: By accepting this collection of
images, the Client agrees that these images are to be used for the sole
purpose of the insertion of images behind photographic subjects.
These images cannot be used for any other purpose without
(a) express written permission of Denny evidenced by a written
invoice, and (b) payment of such invoice. Client does not acquire any
rights in or to any image except as specified herein. Client acknowledges that not all images will be available for all uses.
4. Restrictions: Client may not distribute copies of Digital Images for
any purpose.
5. Media Problems: Under no circumstance is Denny responsible for
replacing images due to hardware failure, mishandling, or any other
issue related to disk failure. It is your responsibility to maintain the
functionality of disk drives that could potentially harm this disk or any
images contained within.
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